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పణలు వినండి లింకుQuestions: 1. Will the No Daddy pics/etc only go on a month's once I hit my targeted weight range
on goal? 2. I get where the pic is concerned. I'd just like to keep the entire photo album on one site, like this. It's just
that I lose my motivation once I see that I've lost weight and I'm not at the weight I'm hoping to be before the pics

start. 3. If I do eventually lose the weight that I'm targeting, are you going to make me take pics all over again? The
target weight range is not a firm limit, it is an ideal weight, based on a number of factors. Women usually have the
same starting range, so they have the same ideal weight range. The mother will actually decide if a higher or lower
ideal weight range is best. I would always recommend the higher ideal range if the mother wants that. That is my

understanding, but I may be wrong. The problem is, the mother may see the original pictures and think the weight is
too low, as opposed to the mother who doesn't see the original pictures and thinks the weight is too high. 1. Will the

No Daddy pics/etc only go on a month's once I hit my targeted weight range on goal? 2. I get where the pic is
concerned. I'd just like to keep the entire photo album on one site, like this. It's just that I lose my motivation once I
see that I've lost weight and I'm not at the weight I'm hoping to be before the pics start. 3. If I do eventually lose the
weight that I'm targeting, are you going to make me take pics all over again? The goal weight range is based on how
you look now and how your baby will look with you. 1. Will the No Daddy pics/etc only go on a month's once I hit my

targeted weight range on goal? 2. I get where the pic is concerned. I'd just like to keep the entire photo album on one
site, like this. It's just that I lose my motivation once I see that I've lost weight and I'm not at the
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